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Abstract : Past researches for power conservation in IEEE 802.16e focused more on Type I or Type II power saving Classes .In our 

past work, we discussed shortcomings of traditional Type I and II power saving approaches and a novel  approach Traffic 

Dependent Power Conservation (TDPC) was proposed. TDPC determine the current traffic load and generate a proper and flexible 

sleep schedule for the present traffic conditions. In our past research three TDPC approaches has been proposed for power saving at 

Mobile Subscriber Station (MSS). In this paper, earlier suggested approaches are revised to amalgamate both Base Station (BS) and 

MSS sleep scheduling. Two approaches, MSS-Prime and BS-Prime are proposed in the paper. Simulations explain that the 

suggested schemes can adequately attain high Power Conservation Efficiency (PCE) for both MSS and BS. 

 

 

IndexTerms - WiMAX, TDPC, Power Conservation Efficiency, Schedule Feasibility, MSS, BS. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

IEEE802.16e extends the market for broadband wireless access solution, as an enhancement to IEEE802.16-2004 [1], by 

considering mobility of wireless media. This standard supports both fixed and mobile services for both customer and business 

markets [2]. 

 

Mobile Subscribers are highly constrained by battery power since they require high mobility support by IEEE802.16e. The key point 

of consideration is to look out for mechanisms that can efficiently manage the limited battery power. 

In order to decrease the mobile subscriber energy consumption and usage of serving base station resources, MS goes in sleep 

mode.In sleep mode MS shows some intervals of absence from the serving base station for pre negotiated duration. MS checks 

regularly if there is any traffic for it. IEEE802.16e defined three power saving classes to add flexibility in scheduling sleep mode 

and adapt traffics of different types of various services and applications.  

These classes differ from each other by parameters set, methods of definition, activation, deactivation and schemes of MS 

availability for data transmission. Maindifference lies in difference of pattern of sleep in case of long idling, which decides the 

duration sleep window following the initial sleep window. The performance of existing Type I and Type II power saving classes 

depends on two important factors, sleep window size and waiting time threshold. Type I is prescribed for NRT-VBR or BE 

connections   and have an exponential increase in the sleep window size. Type II has a constant sleep window size and is preferred 

for real time connections which are very time sensitive [3]. Past researchers in power saving has been focused on performance 

enhancement based on Type I or II [4]-[10]. But the performance limitation of these protocols is there inefficiency in dealing 

Variable Bit Rate (VBR) connections due to their limited sleep patterns i.e. exponential or constant. 

Exponential and Constant sleep patterns can’t effectively deal with the VBR (variable bit rate) connections. We earlier proposed 

better approaches to dynamically measure the traffic in the network. Toachieve appropriate sleep schedule, the idea ofTraffic 

Dependent Power Conservation(TDPC) in the category of TypeIII power saving class has been proposed in our previous work 

.ThreeTDPC schemes were proposed forMobile Subscriber Station (MSS) sleepscheduling:TDPC-cum [3], TDPC-divide[11], 

andUnified TDPC [12].Our assumptions consider arrival for each connection as Poisson process and base station is responsible for 

traffic measurements. In this paper, earlier suggested approaches are revised to amalgamate both BS (Base Station) and MSS sleep 

scheduling. Two approaches of unified power saving, MSS-Prime and BS-Prime, are proposed in the paper. Simulation results of 

performance evaluation clearly show the advantages of the proposed algorithm. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Researchers have been constantly striving to reduce energy consumption by emphasizing on sleep mode algorithm. Yan Zhang et al 

[13] considered both the incoming and outgoing frames for analyzing the energy consumption reason being the incoming and 

outgoing traffic terminate the sleep mode differently. Sleep mode defined in IEEE 802.16e works by employing a method that 

doubles its duration of prior sleep window from minimum to maximum in case the frames are not coming from the BS till every 

sleep window ends up [14].However some problems arise because of multiple repetitions of maximum sleep window duration 

[15].For sleep mode Yang Xio [16] proposed a model for investigating the energy consumption in IEEE802.16e and considered 

transmission of messages BS to MS. The above mentioned references assume that the power of MS in the sleep duration is constant 

but actually MS can be thought of powering down gradually.L.Kong et al [17] proposed a semi-markov based theoretical framework 

to design an appropriate sleep mode algorithm to increase the energy efficiency in the network. In [18-20] the authors have analyzed 

energy efficiency and delay of response in PSCI of IEEE 802.16e as a function of relative size of them. Some researchers follow 

Poisson distribution to study traffic pattern characteristics [21] whereas some others consider other distributions like Erlang 

distributed interarrival time [22] and Hyper Erlang distribution interval time [23]. In 2008 S.Alouf et al [24] have proposed an 

approach for investigating queuing models with repetitions in homogeneous environment. Zhangiang [25] et al has proposed a 

discrete time Geom queuing model to derive the average queue length and delay of system mode. A statistical sleep window [26] 

algorithm has also been proposed for improving energy efficiency of MS considering virtual downlink traffic. Eunju Hwang et al 

[27] have proposed power saving approach with regular indications about traffic where a TRF-IND message is regularly sent at the 

start of every constant TRF-IND intervals.In [28] Wen-kuang et al developed a branch and bound algorithm which emphasized on 

maximizing energy efficiency by considering the cooperation among various layers. In [29] Taha et al incorporated a fitness 

function to determine the best path from source to destination to minimize the energy dissipation in multipath routing. 

III. TRAFFIC DEPENDENT POWER CONSERVATION 

We earlier proposed TDPC algorithm which adjusts sleep window size of each MSS adaptively to better suit in current load 

condition using traffic measurements. It accumulates data in buffer for an MSS and sets an appropriate value for the buffer threshold 

and dynamically calculates the next window size thus increasing the flexibility for different traffic conditions. 

 

Figure. 1.  TDPC 
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Figure. 2. Type I or Type II. 

As Fig 1 and Fig 2 clearly illustrates the advantage of TDPC is that it does not awake the MSS when only a small amount of traffic 

arrives, which is not the case in Type I and Type II standard. TDPCoutperformed standard Type I and Type II power saving classes 

even in heavy load conditions. Sleep window size is calculated as the number of time frames required to reach the accumulation 

threshold. A variation of TDPC was suggested as TDPC-cum, in which all the traffic in the network is treated as a cumulative flow 

for calculating the size of sleep window. 

Current load estimation in the network is done by the base station by collecting and then exponentially averaging the samples of 

load. The traffic arrival process being Poisson data accumulation under load λ in a time frame can be calculated as  

Pr[jpacket_arrivals_in_a_timeframe]=
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The number of time frames before next awake time frame for an MSS can be computed as the minimum value of M such that data 

accumulation probability over M time frames exceeds a predefined probability threshold, Pr_thresh.  

Length of one awake and sleep cycle=
}Pr_

)_,(Pr{

thresh

datathreshMMMin Accum


(3) 

As the network load may change instantly and dynamically, the new value of M* is calculated by base station in every awake frame 

of Mobile Subscriber Station. 
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Figure 3.TDPC-cum Protocol 

TDPC-cum[3] working is described in Fig 3. All the network load is considered as cumulative flow while calculating value of 

M*.Awake and sleep cycles of same length may have a different starting time for each MSS.TDPC-divide[11] algorithm proceeds 

with the assumption of single group (M*=1), and then we calculate the current load of each MSS. Then divide all the mobile stations 

into M* groups. For each group, calculate 𝑀𝐺𝑟𝑝
∗ ≡AwakeSleepCycleLength (λGrp, thresh_data). Current load of the group can be 

calculated as the sum of individual loads of the mobile stations with in that group. Minimum value among newly calculated values 

is chosen as the number of further divisions in next iteration. This process of re-estimating present load of divided groups and length 

of sleep and awake cycle continues until we get the same value for M*. Finally awake and sleep cycle of length M* can be assigned 

to M* groups and a distinct awake time frame is assigned to different groups of MSSs. 

Unified-TDPC[12] follows different approach of grouping MSS as compared with TDPC-divide. In this algorithm, we assume each 

MSS as a single member group, which have their own M*values, which varies due to variation in loads. For better power 

conservation, sleep scheduling method should be able to deal with different values of M*as long a viable sleep schedule can be 

found. And for that, combination of some of the groups becomes necessary. This idea of considering each MSS as a single small 

group in the beginning and then uniting the groups when required is termed as Unified-TDPC. For the ease of checking 

schedulability of groups with any possible values of M*, the values are converted to newer values, to the closest and smaller power 

of 2 and is given by M#. For groups having different values of M#, Schedule Feasibility (SF) can be calculated as  


i iM

SF
#

1
(4) 

If the value of SF is ≤ 1 feasible schedule can be found else some groups need to be combined. Value of M* should be kept as large 

as possible after group unification process. The whole process can be defined to have two stages: Non-Degraded Unification and 

Degraded Unification. If the process of unification of two groups does not result in a smaller value of M#, the process is said to be 

non-degraded but if it leads to smaller value of M# it is degraded unification process. We always look for a non-degraded unification 

but if it is not possible then we opt for degraded one. 

IV. PROPOSED POWER SAVING APPROACHES FOR BASE STATIONS AND MOBILE SUBSCRIBER STATIONS 

We have suggested two differentways for both Mobile subscriber stations and base stations in TDPC. One approach is to permit the 

BS to be in sleep mode when all Mobile stations are in sleep mode; we have termed this approach as MSS-Prime. The Power 

Conservation Efficiency (PCE) at BS is constrained by the traffic conditions and the sleep schedule of all MSSs. Implementing this 

approach doesn’t require any improvements or changes to be done in the existing TDPC approaches. Initially find the sleep schedule 

for each MSS and BS sleep interval can be determined by the time slots during which all the mobile subscriber stations remain in 

the sleep mode. TDPC-Cum is the simplest case among TDPC approaches for BSpower conservation since all MSSs are treated as a 

single group. TDPC-dividerepeatedly splits all MSSs according to the new M* value. There are two possible cases to end TDPC-

divide algorithm.For the case of the final value of M* greater than the number of MSSs, there are some chances for BS power 

conservation. On the other hand, when the final value of M* doesnot exceed the number of MSSs, no power conservation can be 

attained at Base station. For Unified TDPC, Base Station power conservation relies on the last value of Schedule Feasibilityin the 

end of the algorithm. WhenSchedule Feasibility< 1, BS power saving can be achieved. ForSchedule Feasibility= 1, there is no 

possibility for BS power conservation. 
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Another approach is BS centered and therefore is termed as BS-Prime. It considers BS power conservation more advantageous than 

power conservation at individual MSS. This approach initially sets a minimum value for power conservation at BS, which also 

requires some revisions in TDPC sleep scheduling algorithms. TDPC-cum works in a similar fashion in both the approaches but 

some changes are required in TDPC-divide algorithm so as to reach the threshold Power Conservation Efficiency (PCE_Thresh) for 

base station. As we proceed in TDPC-divide algorithm, the more we divide, the longer becomes AwakeSleepCycleLength. So the 

revision suggests stopping further divisions when AwakeSleepCycleLength is unable to reach threshold value of Power 

conservation efficiency for base station. Given MBS=PCE_Thresh-1, Base Station PCE_Thresh can’t be reached if a) final M*(Mf) > 

MBS or  

b) Mf≤ MBS, but (Mf– 1) frames which are for MSS Sleep Scheduling are not sufficient for all groups. 

 

Unified-TDPC considers each MSS has its own AwakeSleepCycleLength. Same approach can be applied to achieve power 

conservation at base station. In accordance with BS-Prime approach, base station should be considered as a special mobile 

subscriber station, with its own 
#

BSM (MBS is converted to the closest and smaller power of 2). For all MSS groups, the value of K 

implies one awake time frame out of M# time frames. Equation of Schedule Feasibility is modified as follows: 

##

11

BSi i MM
SF  (5) 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Fig 4:PCE(BS Prime):TDPC-Divide with PCE_Thresh=0.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig5: PCE (BS Prime): Unified-TDPC with PCE_Thresh=0.125 
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Fig6: PCE Comparison in MSS Prime Approach(MSS and BS) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig7: PCE Comparison in MSS Prime Approach(BS) 

Fig 4 and Fig 5 shows the simulation results for BS-Prime approach. Power conservation efficiency of TDPC-Divide and Unified 

TDPC are depicted assuming the threshold value as 0.1 and 0.125 respectively. Results clearly illustrate that both the improved 

approaches can effectively support base station power conservation, besides keeping high PCE for MSS. Fig 6 and Fig 7 shows the 

simulation results for MSS Prime approach. Results demonstrate that if Power conservation is considered for base station only, 

TDPC-Cum outperforms other approaches but if we take into account power conservation for MSS and BS, Unified-TDPC shows 

better performance. It is clearly illustrated that under heavy load conditions Unified-TDPC performs better than TDPC-Divide in 

conserving power for both MSS and BS.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

IEEE802.16e provides support to mobility but constrained with the battery power. Therefore power management has become a 

critical issue in IEEE802.16e. So there is a need to devise some methods to conserve power. In our previous work, we proposed the 

idea of Traffic Dependent Power Conservation along with three different power conservation approaches. Most of the past 

researchers have focused their works in power conservation in MSS only. In this paper, we have proposed power conservation at 

base station along with MSS power conservation. Two approaches, MSS-Prime and BS-Prime are proposed in this paper, for power 

conservation in both MSS and BS. Simulation results clearly depicts that proposed approaches enhances PCE and performs better 

than existing approaches. Future scope of the research is to broaden the concept of Traffic Dependent Power Conservation in Multi-

Hop Relay Networks. 
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